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Abstract
Iterative development has become the predominant development approach. While providing
several benefits for developers, iterative development makes size and effort estimates more
difficult. The main problem is incomplete artifacts between iterations. In this paper an
approach that enables early size estimation using Unified Modeling Language (UML) artifacts
is presented. The approach incorporates self-improvement steps that increase estimation
accuracy in subsequent iterations. A demonstration of its applicability and research results are
also presented. The results anticipate the possibility of a significant improvement in size and
effort estimates by applying the approach presented here.
Keywords: iterative development, Function Point Analysis method, object-oriented size
estimation, effort estimates

1 Introduction
For accurate project planning, effort estimate is one of the most important values. Effort is
calculated using software size as [8,19]:
E = n ∗ ( Size) m
where E is Effort in man-months, n and m are empirically calculated factors and Size is
software size expressed in some suitable metric (i.e. Lines Of Code, Function Points, Use
Case Points, Object Points, Number of Screens). This paper uses Function Points (FP) to
express software size. In general, the estimation methods can be categorized as: (1) expert
opinion, (2) using benchmark data, (3) analogy, (4) proxy points, (5) custom models and (6)
algorithmic models [8, 19]. Algorithmic size estimation methods like Function Point Analysis
(FPA) [1, 10], Mk II FPA [28] and COSMIC-FFP [6] can provide an estimator with a simple
and powerful approach to obtain accurate information on a project’s size, which can then be
used to calculate the necessary development effort according to the statistical data taken from
industry-specific repositories. Current algorithmic methods and approaches demand
information about the software system at some level of abstraction, which should be equal for
all parts of the system being built. However, iterative development produces artifacts at
different abstraction levels that are valid within the same iteration. Subsequently, the size
estimator can not apply size estimation methods early enough in the development process to
make sense for project planning activities. The artifacts in iterative development become a
suitable input for algorithmic size estimation methods in the last iteration, when the software
size, no matter how accurate it is, has little value for the duration, or cost predictions, of the
current project.
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The solution presented in this paper employs early estimates based on use cases and combines
them with more accurate class-diagram-based estimates. Therefore, different abstraction
levels for the software system are defined. Each abstraction level uses an algorithm that
transforms abstraction elements into software size. The accuracy of the transformation
depends on the quality of the abstraction itself and the relevance of historical data that fulfills
the abstraction gap. The abstraction gap is the gap between the model and the actual system or
code.
Most size-estimation methods are function-based and can be applied during the analysis
development phase. The early estimation methods are mainly heuristic. The focus of this
research is on algorithmic approaches and therefore excludes comparison with heuristic
approaches. None of the function-based methods were constructed for size estimation in
iterative development since they do not deal with incomplete artifacts. There are only a few
object-oriented methods available. Object Points [8] and Object-Oriented Function Points
(OOFP) [2] are based on information in the analysis or design class diagram which becomes
available late in the analysis phase. Predictive Object Points [8] combine information in the
class diagram with selected product metrics in order to predict effort. Beside heuristic
methods only two algorithmic methods could be applied very early in the project life cycle Use Case Points (UCP) [18] and an improved Object-Oriented Function Point method named
OOFP2 [30]. The latter is a combination of algorithmic and heuristic approaches since it uses
historical and benchmark data in its early estimates.

2 Abstraction levels
Abstraction is an important concept when presenting and reasoning about software systems. It
helps us present a problem without the details that are not critical for the purpose of the
discussion in question. Using abstraction, the same issue can be presented in different ways,
highlighting only those details in the solution space that are important at the present level of
dealing with the problem. During object-oriented development, different models of a software
system are produced. Models do not represent the actual system running on the machines;
they are abstractions of the code. Going through different project development phases, models
become less abstract and closer to the code. Let us illustrate this with an example.

Figure 1: The Software Models and UML diagrams used with Different Abstractions

Figure 1 shows different software models and the corresponding Unified Modeling Language
(UML) diagrams [23, 24] used with different abstractions. In this example, the Use Case (UC)
model represents the first and, therefore, less-detailed abstraction of the object-oriented
application. The domain model is a second abstraction in this example and the design model
represents the third -- the most-detailed abstraction that is also closest to the actual code. The

abstractions in Figure 1 are only one example that is commonly used in object-oriented
development.
The abstraction level limits the amount of information about the software system available in
the individual steps of the development process. The information quantity, as well as quality,
further limits the ability to perform software size estimation. Information Quality usually
defines the Functional Size Measurement (FSM) method [13, 14], or its steps, and defines the
expected accuracy, reliability and costs of the size estimation process. As an example, Table 1
summarizes the levels of function point count as defined in [26]. The six levels defined are:
Size Approximation (Level 6), Rough Count (Level 5), Default Complexity Count (Level 4),
Detailed Count (Level 3), Detailed Linked Count (Level 2) and Detailed Linked and Flagged
Count (Level 1). Although each level has its characteristics and applicability in practice, this
rough overview shows two accuracy classes with similar documentation reliability and cost
characteristics. The accuracy class defines the average estimation error that characterizes the
level. Levels one, two and three are grouped into the first 10% accuracy class. Levels four,
five and six are in the second, 20% class.
Characteristic

reliability
costs
input data details
documentation
level
repeatability

Level 1
very good
~10 %
high
very high
very high
well
documented
repeatable

Level 2
very good
~10 %
high
high
high
documented

Level of FP Count
Level 3
Level 4
very good
good
~10 %
~15 %
high
average
average
low
high
average
documented documented

repeatable

repeatable

repeatable

maintainability

small

small

small

medium

accuracy

Level 5
acceptable
20 - 25 %
average
low
low
partially
documented
partially
repeatable
high

Level 6
acceptable
around 20 %
low
very low
very low
not
documented
not repeatable
very high

Table 1: Total Metrics' Function Point Count Levels

To make the idea more understandable, grouped abstraction levels are used. The first
abstraction level uses use case diagrams. For each use case from the use-case diagram, a
rough estimate for the number of activities/steps needed to fully accomplish the functional
task of the use case is defined with an activity diagram. This estimate is labeled as Early.
Another abstraction level used in this research uses a final version of the domain class
diagram. This estimate is labeled as Comparative. The limit of two abstraction levels was set
in order to make traceability through iteration possible and to enable the reader to follow the
main idea of the work. In practice, the number of abstraction levels can be different. In case of
more abstraction levels, the method could be expanded to incorporate one estimate for each
abstraction level in each iteration.

2.1 Size estimation method
Size estimation is performed with the OOFP2 method. This section summarizes that
approach. For a more detailed description please see [29, 30]. The early estimates are based
on use case and activity diagrams [23, 24]. The use case diagrams are available early in the
project’s life cycle. Use cases are usually briefly described using natural language. The
description is needed to be able to divide use cases into iterations and to build an iteration
plan. When a more detailed use case description becomes available, re-assessment is
automatically made using a tool.

In the OOFP2 approach, size estimation is done in three stages. What estimate to apply
depends on what information is available. In iterative estimates presented in this paper only
two estimation stages are used. The two estimation stages are:
-

-

Early estimation (UCD&AD) - with additional information available, the statistically
founded basic estimate can be replaced with an estimate based on actual project data.
The activity diagrams are used in this estimation; results from sequence diagrams are
also considered.
Final estimation (CD) - this estimation is based on the domain class diagram using
OO-to-FPA mapping, as described in [30]. This estimate is the final one in the
prediction cycle. The estimates that follow are performed for purposes of comparison
and repository fulfillment only.

3 Iterative development
An iterative process makes it possible to easily accommodate changes, to obtain feedback and
factor it into the project, to reduce risk early, and to adjust the process dynamically [9].
Iterative development dramatically changed the software development process that was
previously in use in the 1990s. The processes in use at that time focused on each
developmental step until all the artifacts were produced, when the transition to the next step
was made. The incorrectness from previous steps was amplified in subsequent steps without
the possibility of verifying the correctness of the results. In iterative development, on the
other hand, the development process has been divided into several iterations where all the
steps are performed in each iteration, producing only partial results for each step. For
example, if the project has three iterations, the detailed description of all use cases is produced
at the beginning of the third iteration. However, the results of the previous two iterations will
also include the full implementation of functionality assigned to these iterations. The
advantages are obvious. The likelihood of a successful project completion is higher beginning
with each new iteration. The development cycles are shorter and therefore give more
opportunities for user feedback. Consequently, the probability of delivering the right
functionality with satisfactory usability is also greater in comparison with traditional
development.
Despite all of the positive aspects, iterative development has several side effects. One of them
is with regard to software size estimation. To estimate software size accurately in objectoriented development, the final version of the domain class model has to be available [2, 7,
29, 30]. As already described in this section, the final versions of object-oriented artifacts are
developed in the last iteration. However, the outline of the complete project plan must be
conducted at the beginning of the project in the first iteration. This initial project plan is then
updated at the end of each iteration to reflect deviations between the planned activities and
performed activities. Now, if we do not have appropriate inputs for the existing size
estimation methods, the methods can not be applied. The second best solution is the use of
methods for early estimates. These methods usually rely on statistical data, repositories, and
industry average values [12, 18]. The size and effort problem is reduced since some initial
estimates are available for project planning. We can take this improvement a step forward by
joining early estimate methods with the methods for final estimates in object-oriented
development. The basic idea comes from the eXtreme Programming (XP) [4] community
where members of the team help their coach estimate the size of user stories. The team then
declares how much effort capacity they think they will average per iteration. That figure is
called velocity [4]. The customer creates a release plan grouped into iterations according to
the project effort estimate and the velocity. In XP, the iterations have a fixed duration. The

number of finished story points in the last iteration is used as an estimate for how many points
will be done in the next iteration. This principle is called "Yesterday's Weather" and its
guiding principle is: the best predictor for today's weather is yesterday's weather. Measuring
the time needed for implementing user stories (or use cases), the coach gets an idea of a
team's performance and is able to correct the velocity estimates for subsequent iterations. The
velocity may bounce around the actual value, but it usually stabilizes quickly. This is due to
the use of relative estimates instead of absolute ones. In this research, the process of the
velocity estimate is applied to size estimates. If the process is repeated long enough, the
prediction can come as close to the actual value as the estimator wants (Cauchy condition of
limit existence). Figure 2 illustrates this process for size estimates.

Figure 2: Improvement of Estimates through Iterations

Assume that a project size is 200 function points (FP). At the beginning of the project, the
estimate is 160 FPs. After the use cases assigned for the first iteration are developed, the
underestimation of the first estimate becomes obvious. The second estimate in our example is
230 FPs. Again, after the use cases assigned for the second iteration are developed, the
difference between the actual iteration size and the iteration estimate is calculated. The
difference between the actual size and the estimate should decrease. Please keep in mind that
during the project, the actual size has not yet been acknowledged. Repeating the process, the
estimate error is smaller from iteration to iteration and hopefully the exact value is then
predicted. In the next section, this idea is applied to object-oriented size estimation. Please
bear in mind that only the main idea of velocity is used in our iterative size estimation
process. There is an important difference between the XP estimation process using velocity
and our process. In the XP estimation process, the velocity value representing the
development capability of the team is changed from iteration to iteration. The estimates of the
user stories are not changed [4]. In our size estimation process, the difference between the
estimated and actual value for the iteration is used to calculate the correction factor. The
correction factor is then applied to the original size estimates.

4 Iterative size estimation
In this section, the process of size estimation in iterative development is described using a
simplified example. The process is built on two size estimation techniques. The early estimate
employs use cases and activity diagrams to foretell the size of the completed project. The
project size is expressed in function points (FP). Then, a new estimate is made after a domain

class model is conducted in the first iteration. The difference between both estimates is used
to improve size estimates for the use cases assigned to future iterations. Figure 3 shows an
example of a use case diagram with four use cases (UC1-UC4). The first two use cases (UC1
and UC2) are assigned to the first iteration, UC3 to the second and UC4 to the last iteration.

Figure 3: Sample Use Case Diagram

Iteration 1
UC1
UC2
UC3

Early
Estimate
xE1
xE2
xE3

x1=xE1+d1
x2=xE2+d2
N/A

UC4

xE4

N/A

Iteration Total
Size (FP)
Project Total
Size (FP)

sum(xE1:
xE2)
sum(xE1:
xE4)

Project Size in Function Points (FP)
Iteration 2

Final Size

Early
Estimate

Final Size

x3=xEC3+d3

sum(x1:x2)

xEC3=xE3*
(1+r1)
xEC4=xE4*
(1+r1)
xEC3

sum(x1:x2)+
sum(xE3:x4E4)

sum(x1:x2)+
sum(xEC3:xEC4)

Iteration 3

Early
Estimate

Final Size

x4=xEC4+d4

x3

xEC4
=(xE4*r1)*r2
xEC4

sum(x1:x3)+
xEC4

sum(x1:x3)+
xEC4

N/A

x4
sum(x1:x4)

Table 2: The Process of Size Estimates in Iterative Development

Iteration 1
UC1
UC2
UC3

Early
Estimate
xE1
xE2
xE3

x1=xE1+d1
x2=xE2+d2
N/A

UC4

xE4

N/A

Iteration Total
Size (FP)
Project Total
Size (FP)

sum(xE1:
xE2)
sum(xE1:
xE4)

Project Size in Function Points (FP)
Iteration 2

Final Size

Early
Estimate

Final Size

x3=xEC3+d3

sum(x1:x2)

xEC3=xE3*
(1+r1)
xEC4=xE4*
(1+r1)
xEC3

sum(x1:x2)+
sum(xE3:x4E4)

sum(x1:x2)+
sum(xEC3:xEC4)

Iteration 3

Early
Estimate

Final Size

x4=xEC4+d4

x3

xEC4
=(xE4*r1)*r2
xEC4

sum(x1:x3)+
xEC4

sum(x1:x3)+
xEC4

N/A

x4
sum(x1:x4)

Table 2 illustrates the iterative estimation procedure. The table is divided into three iterations
(columns: Iteration 1 - Iteration 3). For each iteration, two values for size are provided. The

Early Estimate is a size estimate that calculates the size from use cases and activity diagrams;
the Final Size is the actual size. For the first iteration, labeled Iteration 1, the early estimate
produced size estimates xE1, xE2, xE3 and xE4 for use cases UC1, UC2, UC3 and UC4. Since
only UC1 and UC2 are assigned to the first iteration, the iteration total is the sum of size
estimates for all use cases in this iteration (in our case UC1 and UC2). The project total is the
sum of all four values. In the second column of the first iteration, the values for finished use
cases are updated and the use cases scheduled for the subsequent iterations are marked with
N/A. The early estimates xE1 and xE2 are updated with the values d1 and d2 that represent the
difference between the early estimates and the actual size, in our example: x1 and x2.
Following this change, the iteration and project totals are also updated. Before continuing to
the next iteration we have to determine the value (r) that should be used to correct early
estimates from the first iteration for the use cases that were not yet implemented (UC3 and
UC4). The equation for this calculation is:
r1 =

d1 + d 2
x1 + x 2

After the first iteration is completed, the estimated values for use cases assigned to the first
iteration are compared to the actual values. In the general form, the final total estimated
project size for iteration K is defined as the estimated total project size for iteration K plus the
difference with the actual size.
Finally, the corrected estimated size for iteration K+1 can be calculated and used in
calculating the estimated total project size in iteration K+1. The corrected estimate for
iteration K+1 is calculated as the estimate in iteration K multiplied by the correction factor.
The total project size estimate is composed of two parts: the first part is the sum of actual
values from previous iterations and the second part is the sum of corrected values for future
iterations.
Now, we return to the example in Table 3. The estimate of the project total is the sum over the
early estimates (x1, x4), the actual difference for the already implemented use cases annotated
with d and estimates corrected with correction factors r that were calculated using lessons
learned in the previous iteration. The same procedure is now applied once again for the
second iteration. The outcome of the second iteration is a new correction factor (r2) that is
then used for the last iteration.

5 Conclusion
Size and effort estimations are important metrics that, if accurate, have a positive impact on
project planning and management. Although several methods, procedures, and principles for
size and effort estimation exist, their applicability is limited when iterative development is
used. In this paper the principles of iterative size and effort estimates were presented. The
process is based on the use of velocity from extreme programming. It uses the difference
between the estimated and actual values of a previous iteration to forecast the size of the next
iteration as the sum of the size estimate and calculated correction value. The process is
adapted to iterative development. The iterative estimation process was tested in a controlled
environment. The results are very promising since the corrected values significantly
outperformed original values in two out of three test projects.
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